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Blockchain in short

Network of networks
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Blockchain builds on basic business concepts

• Business Networks connect businesses

• Participants with Identity

• Assets flow over business networks

• Transactions describe asset exchange

• Contracts underpin transactions

• The ledger is a log of transactions

Blockchain provides an

immutable, shared, replicated ledger
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Problem
inefficient, expensive, vulnerable

Participant A’s records Participant B’s records Bank records

Insurer records Regulator records Auditor records
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Blockchain

Participant A’s records Participant B’s records Bank records

Insurer records Regulator records Auditor records

Solution
A shared, replicated, permissioned ledger…

…with consensus, provenance, immutability and finality
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Different types of blockchain

– The first blockchain application

– Defines a shadow-currency and its ledger

– Resource intensive

is an example of an 

unpermissioned, public blockchain

• All blockchains aim to provide irrefutable proof that 

a set of transactions occurred between participants

• Different types of blockchain exist:

• Blockchains for business generally prioritize

– Assets over cryptocurrency;   Identity over anonymity;  Selective endorsement over proof of work
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Requirements of blockchain for business

Participants 

decide which 

assets to share

ASSETS

Participants know 

who they are 

dealing with; 

information shared 

is need-to-know

IDENTITY

Participants give 

provable 

endorsement

ENDORSEMENT
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Assets
The business network decides what to share on the ledger

• Assets are anything of value

– On the blockchain, these are represented 

digitally using a pre-agreed format

• Transactions change the state of an asset and 

are provably recorded on the blockchain

– e.g. transfer ownership, change color

• Transactions are underpinned by smart contracts

– Verifiable business rules that cause the 

asset to change state
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Identity
Knowing who you’re dealing with

• Various regulations applied to businesses require 

them to know who they are dealing with

– e.g. KYC, AML, CFT

• Identity is used to ensure business networks are 

kept private and individual transactions confidential

– With transparency for the regulator

• There are established methods for obtaining and 

asserting identity

– Cryptography is central to these

– Identity allows transactions to be signed and 

encrypted
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Transaction Endorsement
Provable verification by relevant participants

• Endorsement is the process in which a transaction is verified 

as “good”

– Ensures that participants are happy to accept the 

transaction and prevents (e.g.) double spending

• Endorsement can be expensive in public blockchains

– Without identity, transactions are thrown to the whole 

network for endorsement

– Proof of work is particularly CPU intensive

• In the real world, transactions are endorsed by a smaller 

number of participants

– e.g. sender bank, receiver bank, payments provider

– Must be completed in an appropriate timeframe



US$ 23 

billion

US$ 176 

billion
66%10%

of global GDP will be 

stored on 

blockchains or 

blockchain related 

technology by 2025

Source: World Economic Forum

business value 

added by blockchain 

by 2025, then 

surging to exceed 

$3.1 trillion by 2030

Source: Gartner

of banks expect to 

have commercial 

blockchain 

applications by 2020

Source: IBM Source: MarketsandMarkets

estimated size of 

the blockchain 

technology market 

by 2021



Topics CommunitiesTechnologies

• Bitcoin

• Ethereum

• Hyperledger

• CORDA

• Ripple

• BigChainDB

• Quorum

• Stellar

• +++

Blockchain in 2019

• Shared Ledger & smart contracts

• Public, private

• Permissioned, permission-less

• Tokens and incentive mechanisms

• Identity and Zero Knowledge

• Consensus mechanisms

• On-chain, off-chain

• Systems integration

• Inter-ledgering

• Physical-digital with IOT

• Bitcoin

• Ethereum

• Linux Foundation / Hyperledger

• EEA

• ISO/TC 307 – Blockchain & DLT 

• IEEE Blockchain 

• W3C Blockchain Community

• Accord Project

• Sovrin

• DIF
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Blockchain adoption: seven emerging patterns

1. Decline of PoCs
The wave of PoCs conducted by BC innovators has plateaued; with many 

new explorers looking to bypass this stage by learning from others. 

2. Platform industrialisation
With growing comfort that the business 

and technology  concepts work, the focus 

turns towards scale and resilience

3. Best practices 
Use cases within industries 

stabilising and repeating; giving 

rise to best practices. 

4. Centres of gravity
Maturity and condensation of 

interest groups allows the 

formation of common interest pools

6. Emergence of consortia
Supply chain partner and 

competitors are pooling resources 

to achieve scale and joint efficiency

5. Emerging standards and governance
The need to exchange data and processes 

is leading to industry standards, legal 

framework and regulatory guidance

7. Network of networks
Portability of data and and trust in maturing BC 

networks allows for inter-network communications

Past
…declining…

Present
…transpiring…

Future
…forming…

1

2 3 4

5 6 7



Blockchain in short

Network of networks
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Trade

Finance
Universal

Payments

Global

Trade

Identity

Healthcare

Bank

Guarantees

Food

Government Distributed

Energy

Clearing &

Settlement
Provenance

Unlisted

Securities

Insurance

IBM is making blockchain real for 

business with cross-industry solutions 

and over 100 active networks
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More than $16 trillion 

in goods are shipped 

across international 

borders each year

80% of the goods 

consumers use daily 

are carried by the 

ocean shipping industry

By reducing barriers 

within the international 

supply chain, global 

trade could increase 

by nearly 15%, 

boosting economies 

and creating jobs2

In many cases the 

administrative cost of 

moving a container is 

higher than the cost of 

physically moving it

1) Maersk Strategy Group (May 19, 2016) based on World Bank data for World Trade Costs 

2) The World Economic Forum: Enabling Trade Valuing Growth Opportunities 2013

The cost of global trade is estimated at $1.8 trillion annually1

with potential savings from more efficient processes of ~10%

16

: digitizing the global supply chain
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• TradeLens is an open, extensible platform for sharing 

shipping events, messages, and documents across 

all the actors and systems in the supply chain 

ecosystem. 

• It provides shared visibility and shared state for 

container shipments

Benefits

• Increase speed and transparency for cross border 

transactions through real time access to container 

events.

• Reduced cost and increased efficiency through 

paperless trade

TradeLens improves global trade efficiency
Inland Transportation

Shippers / Beneficial 
Cargo Owner

Supply Chain 
Visibility Systems

Trade 
Associations

Supply Chain / 
Transportation 
Management 
Systems

Authorities

Financial / Insurance 
Services 

Port Community 
Systems; Terminal 

Operating Systems

Freight Forwarders 
/ 3PLs

Customs 
Systems

Customs 
Brokers
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IBM Food Trust addresses key issues in the food ecosystem

Consumer demandSupply Chain Food wasteFood safety

1 out of 10 contract 

foodborne illness 

each year

One third of global 

fresh food is thrown 

away

80% of CPG 

business is paper 

based

Only 1 in 4 

consumers trust 

today’s food system

*Part of 2018 roadmap for delivery 

Food Supply Chain

Ecosystem 

Blockchain

Technology 

IBM Food Trust leverages blockchain’s unique properties to create a secure, shared, and permissioned transaction record

IB
M

 F
o

o
d
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ru

s
t

The result is a safer, smarter, and more sustainable food supply chain 
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IBM Food Trust addresses key issues in the food ecosystem
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• IBM Food Trust is a set of modules providing 

traceability to improve food transparency and efficiency

• Blockchain is used to create a trusted connection with 

shared value for all ecosystem participants, including 

end consumers.

Benefits

• Reduce impact of food recalls through instant access to 

end-to-end traceability data to verify history in the food 

network and supply chain.

• Help to address the 1 in 10 people sickened and 

400,000 fatalities world wide which occur every year 

from food-born illnesses. 

IBM Food Trust for supply chain transparency
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• We.trade is a blockchain-

based international trading 

platform for a consortium of 

major world banks

• Enables accurate trading 

posture information, order to 

settlement control, risk 

coverage, track and trace 

options

• Near-real time exchange of 

information 

• Allows buyers to discover 

trusted sellers and vice-versa
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• IBM Blockchain World Wire is an integrated 

network for real-time clearing and settlement.

• Allows banks and financial institutions to send 

and settle payments around the globe with 

finality in a matter of seconds

• Eliminates enduring challenges that have long 

hampered the cross-border payments 

industry.

World Wire is revolutionizing global payments

Benefits

• Payment support regardless of size, origination, destination or asset type

• Higher visibility for streamlined transactions with reduced disputes and reconciliation needs

• Enhanced regulatory compliance through improved transparency

• Secure network with interaction and eligibility criteria as well as robust access controls
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Blockchain and Identity
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Self-Sovereign Identity: Status and Standards

OPEN
Interoperability

& standards

Self sovereign identity 

providers
Non-profit foundational 

network

Linux Foundation: Project Indy 

Open source implementation

Standards specification for 

specifying and verifying 

credentials

Decentralized key 

management system

Portability
Low High

High

User 

control

centralized

federated

Self sovereign

User centric
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• Sovrin pushes identity to the edge of the network

• Cryptographic, point to point exchange of identity

• Based on Hyperledger Indy technology

Benefits

• A decentralized approach that establishes trust and puts 

the end user in control

• Every person, organization, and thing has a digital wallet 

to control the flow of their identity

• No PII is stored on the public ledger!

Decentralized trusted identity

Decentralized Identifiers

Public Blockchain
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Financial Public Sector Retail Insurance Manufacturing

• Trade Finance

• Cross currency 

payments

• Mortgages

• Letters of Credit

• Asset 

Registration

• Citizen Identity

• Medical records

• Medicine supply 

chain

• Supply chain

• Loyalty programs

• Information 

sharing (supplier 

– retailer) 

• Claims 

processing

• Risk provenance

• Asset usage 

history

• Claims file

• Supply chain

• Product parts

• Maintenance 

tracking

Further examples by (selected) industry
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The future belongs to a 

“network of networks”



Questions? Tweet us or 

go to ibm.com/blockchain

@IBMBlockchain

IBM Blockchain

IBM Blockchain

Thank you

Pietro Lanza
General Manager, Intesa (IBM Group)
Blockchain Director, IBM Italia

pietro.Lanza@ibm.com
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Get started on your blockchain journey

Extend a network 

Build business models & new 

applications through the integration 

with established networks & 

advanced technologies.

Commercialize your network 

Apply proven frameworks & expertise 

to address complex legal/ governance 

& operational challenges, & deliver a 

production network.

Create or Join a network

Prioritize the best use cases and 

networks for your business, and rapid 

development of a minimum viable 

network in 12 weeks or less.

Start Accelerate Innovate


